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Introduction

OHP Workflow

Optimization

The challenging experimental environment and the extreme complexity of
modern high-energy physics experiments
make online monitoring an essential tool
to assess the quality of the acquired data.
The Online Histogram Presenter
(OHP) is the ATLAS tool to display histograms produced by the online monitoring system [MON]. The system uses Qt
and ROOT for histogram visualisation
and manipulation. In addition, histogram visualisation can be extensively customised through configuration files. The
Online Histogram Presenter unifies the
approach to histogram visualisation inside the ATLAS online environment in a
general purpose, highly configurable, interactive application.

OHP works with a mixed pull/push mode in the interaction with the OHS server(s).
Notifications are pushed from the OHS server to OHP every time a histogram is updated, only
when the histogram is actually used (i.e. displayed) the histogram object is retrieved from the
OHS server.

To cope with the large amount of data, the application has been designed to actively minimize the network traﬃc; sophisticated caching and hashing algorithms reduce memory and CPU usage.

The provider publishes an histogram on the
OHS server, OHP is notified about

Notification is forwarded to the plugin subscribed for it

OHP in brief
OHP has been designed to cope with a
large number of histograms. Histograms
are presented to the shifters organized in a
tree structure according to their name or in
predefined windows that are automatically
updated when histograms are updated on
the OHS server(s). If reference histograms
are provided these are presented superimposed to the received histograms. All aspects of OHP behaviour, including the
drawing options, can be configured
through a XML configuration file.

OHP actively minimizes the network traﬃc using a mixed pull/
push approach in the interaction with OHS server(s): only notifications are receives by OHP when a histogram is updated. The histogram is requested and transferred from the server only when a
plugin needs it. To fourthly minimize requests to OHS, a copy of
the histogram is kept in a local cache.
Memory usage optimization

OHP internal cache has a fixed size, when the cache is full elements are discarded. OHP typical work sessions suggests the
use of a mixture between a Least Frequently Used (LFU) and a
Least Recently Used (LRU) deletion policy. This mixed behavior has been obtained implementing the high performance
Adaptive Replacement Cache that can self-tune internal parameters to dynamically respond to changing access patterns
[ARC].
CPU usage optimization

OHP needs to perform several comparison between histogram
names and internal maps to handle the objects correctly. To increase performances all comparison between strings have been
substituted by comparison between integers (hashes), the best
hashing function, in terms of number of collisions (distinct
strings with same hash) and time spent in the hash calculation
has been measured for several hashing algorithm. The Bernstein
[HASH] algorithm shows best results for ATLAS histogram
naming convention.

Plugin request histogram, OHP
core retrieve it from OHS server

In the ATLAS online monitoring
framework histogram are produced by
Monitoring Applications that sample
events at various level in the data-flow.
Events are unpacked, decoded and histograms are filled with reconstructed
quantities. Histograms are published in
the OHS (Online Histogrammin Service) servers. OHP interacts with OHS.

Network traffic

Following a plugin request, OHP core retrieve the histgram object from cache or from the
OHS server

The plugins System

Fraction of collisions as a function of
the hash table size

OHP very modular architecture features a lightweight plugin system, allowing extensions to accommodate
specific user needs.
Plugins are compositions of graphical objects (based on the
Qt graphics libraries[QT]). A (non-graphical) object, inheriting from OHP base-class PluginBase creates the graphical widgets of the plugin’s GUI. One of the widget (in general the main window) is elected to be the plugin GUI interface. Plugins can instantiate OHPCoreInterface objects
through which they have access to OHP functionalities. A
plugin can: retrieve OHP configuration, retrieve histograms, retriueve a tree representation of histogram names,
send commands to histogram providers, store transient data in OHP’s metadata sub-system, send messages
to other plugins.
A set of general purpose plugins have been developed by the authors: a histogram browser, diﬀerent canvases to display histograms, a GUI to send commands, a Multi Document Interface (MDI) to organize and
activate other plugins

Performance of the different hashing algorithms
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Examples
Basic OHP GUI: histograms are organized in
tabs, ROOT functionalities are also available

An example of a plugin developed by ATLAS subsystem experts: the Trigger Presenter (TriP) shows
rates and status information on trigger system

OHP design is centered around the “Core”
that serves as controller of the diﬀerent subcomponents, the most important being the
Histogram receiver, to interact with OHS
and the Plugin System, that implements the
GUI widgets

OHPNexus: a collection of general purpose plugins: a histogram browser with bookmarking
capabilities (top), a set of canvases organized in tabs (bottom left) and a plugin that summarize histogram information in a tabular form (bottom right). Histograms graphic aspects (colors, references, axes) can be configured from the OHP configuration file.
The Multi Document Interface (main window) is a plugin itself and can be used to activate
other plugins (left panel), display status information on the run (right panel) and control
OHP (print canvases, save histograms, start/stop/pause OHP)

OHP in ATLAS Control Room: data acquired during cosmics runs are monitored in OHP window

